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GOBOS

STEEL

Standard Stainless Steel
Rosco and DHA Gobo Ranges have merged! These two premiere ranges of steel and glass
gobo designs, created by acclaimed lighting and scenic designers from around the world,
are now available to you anywhere in the world exclusively through Rosco. The complete
range, the largest anywhere totaling more than 2000 designs in sizes for virtually every
known ﬁxture, gives the designer unsurpassed ﬂexibility and creativity when selecting
patterns to suggest scenery, create atmosphere and generally enhance the visual impact
of the lighting design.
Shown here is a small selection of the most popular images. To browse the entire range
of designs, visit the Rosco website at www.rosco.com, or request the Rosco Gobo
Catalog.
Standard sizes for most ellipsoidal and automated luminaires are available. A complete
list of sizes can be found on the website.
Stainless Steel Gobo

78218
SUMMER BRANCHES

77797
THICKET
Francis Bellman

$12.50

Meshed Designs

77734
PINE TREES
Marsha Eck

77206
FOREST FLOOR
Paul Sweeney

77205
FOREST TOP
Paul Sweeney

$18.00

77793
FOREST STAGE RIGHT
Tom Sturge & David Summer

77794
FOREST STAGE LEFT
Tom Sturge & David Summer

77862
SPOOKY WOOD

77271
TWIGS
Andrew Bridge

77757
IRREGULAR LEAV E S
Peter Maradudin

77785
SHARP BREAK (MEDIUM)
Tom Skelton

77100
TREE 2

78219
WRINKLES

77735
BARE BRANCHES I
Robin Wagner

77550
MARTIN GUERRE
BRANCHES 2

77777
BARE BRANCHES 2
David Hersey

77731
JUNGLE LEAF
Jo Mielziner

77281
OPEN PALM
Andrew Bridge

77551
PINES

78222
MOONLIGHT LEAVES

77781
BAMBOO
Tom Skelton

77730
PALM
Marcia Madeira

77838
PALM TREE

77222
TROPICAL PALM
Leon Rosenthal

77546
SCRUB

77749
ARCADIA 23
Richard Nelson

77642
TRIANGLES (SMALL)

77284
KINETIC BURST
Mike Baldassari

77418
CRACKLE

77387
REQUIEM

78253
SQUIRMS (NEGATIVE)
KC Hooper

78251
THORNS
KC Hooper

78237
FINGERS
Don Darnutzer

78250
KELP
KC Hooper

77583
CIRCLES

77754
ARABESQUE
Boris Aronson

78232
CHICKEN SCRATCH

78226
WOODCUT

77564
LOOSE WEAVE

77710
FINE MESH
Sholem Dolgoy

77750
ARCADIA 17
Richard Nelson

77748
SPLINTERS
Dennis Parichy

77760
INTERNAL REFLECTIONS
Dennis Parichy

77275
PIPES
KC Hooper

77285
POP TOP
Abigail Rosen Holmes

77787
COBBLESTONES
Ed Wittstein

77527
BRICKS

77411
CROSSWORD

77221
FLOATING SQUARES
David Davidian

77743
URBAN BREAKUP
Richard Nelson

77204
BASKET WEAV E
Kirk Bookman
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To see the entire line of stainless steel designs on-line
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GOBOS

STEEL

78049
CHESSBOARD

78207
CANE

79650
BUBBLES SMALL
Miltel

77915
FOAM

77807
DOT BREAKUP (SM)

78208
IRREGULAR SPOTS

77635
FIZZY

78242
FOAM DOTS 1
Don Darnutzer

78243
FOAM DOTS 2
Don Darnutzer

77216
PICKUP STICKS
Kevin Rigdon

77217
PICKUP STICKS REVERSED
Kevin Rigdon

77228
TRUSSWORK 2
Michael Gottlieb

77223
TRUSSWORK
Michael Gottlieb

78023
RANDOM LINES

77798
CRACKED
Ian Fletcher

77745
MUNN SLASH
Thomas Munn

77288
INTERLOCKING BREAKUP
Ken Billington

77756
GRATING
Allen Lee Hughes

77501
LINEAR 3

77561
LINEAR 7

78240
BARK BREAKUP
Don Darnutzer

78224
ROUGH TRUNK

78210
CHINESE LATTICE

77783
ANTIQUE ROSETTE
Jules Fisher

78258
CHAIN LINK

77751
RADIAL LINES
Jules Fisher

77209
COMPUTER CIRCUITRY
Richard Wi n k l e r

77208
ABSTRACT SKYLINE
Neil Peter Jampolis

77795
SHATTERED
Kyle James

77708
FIVE POINT STAR
Leon Rosenthal

77317
STARS 3

77112
STARS I

77752
STARS 4
Jules Fisher

77943
HEART

79651
VALENTINE
Miltel

77892
LASER CONE

77742
SPLIT FOUR
Clarke Thornton

77894
BEAM SPLITTER

74010
SYMMETRIC 10

74008
SYMMETRIC 8

77761
SPIRAL
Jules Fi s h e r

78078
TIME MACHINE

77391
GEOMETRICS

77897
HANGOVER

77274
SPUN
KC Hooper

77276
TWISTING
KC Hooper

78042
LARGE SQUARES

77703
DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW
Jules Fisher

78256
DOUBLE HUNG 2 X 2
Paulie Jenkins

77137
VERNACULAR

77238
STATESMAN

77976
FRENCH DOORS 2

77802
STAINED GLASS
COMPOSITE

77792
RUNYON WINDOWS
Michael Lincoln

Custom Gobos
Rosco produces custom gobos from virtually any artwork for both stationary and moving light
ﬁxtures. These include ﬁxtures manufactured by Vari Lite, Martin, High End, Robe, ETC,
Times Square Lighting, Altman and Selecon, as well as many others.
Custom gobos are created on glass or stainless steel substrates. Steel gobos are less expensive
and can generally be produced more quickly. Glass gobos allow ﬁne details and very high
resolution on an exceptionally dependable coating. This detail and resolution are often
required even for black and white and grayscale images. Rosco manufactures its own dichroic
glass, and employs unique manufacturing processes to provide unparalleled quality control,
consistency and dependability for multi-color and enhanced hi-deﬁnition glass gobo designs.

FOR ALL INFORMATION
ON ROSCO CUSTOM GOBOS
1.
2.
3.

Phone Toll-Free: 1-866-228-2256
Fax: 1-512-388-0196
E-mail: customgobo@rosco.com
Web Order Form:

http://www.rosco.com/us/gobocatalog/
customgobo/ordering.html

For more information, please go to: www.rosco.com/us/patterns/customgobo/custom.asp

go to: www.rosco.com/us/gobocatalog/contents.html
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GOBOS

COLORIZERS
A stunning use of Colorizer gobos. Here, they are used with steel gobos to provide shape and additional texture.

Colorizers™
Rosco’s Colorizers can be used to create beautiful multi-colored projection effects. Colored in gentle hues in one of three styles—stippled,
featherlight, or free ﬂow—Colorizers can be used alone or combined with a steel pattern for a more dramatic effect. Colorizers are
recommended for use in ﬁxtures up to 1000 watts and require the use of either a Glass Gobo Holder or the Universal Iris Slot Holder.
Colorizers are available in standard B Size or in smaller sizes for automated luminaires by special order. Designs marked with an asterisk * are
available in X Size for use in the Rosco X-Effects Projector.
B Size and sized for Moving Lights

$62.50

X Size

$79.00

Stippled Series

*No. 55004
Blue and Lavender

*No. 55005
Amber and Red

Featherlight Series

No. 56202
Blue and Green

*No. 55008
Green and Yellow

No. 56203
Red, Lavender and Yellow

No. 56204
Blue and Lavender

No. 56205
Green and Yellow

A combination of colors smoothly blended together in a unique, ﬂowing design.

*No. 56101
Cool:
Blues, Reds and Lavenders
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*No. 55007
Green, Blue and
Lavender

Similar to the Stippled Colorizers, but with a less dense “feather duster” pattern to allow more white light through.

No. 56201
Blue, Lavender and Yellow

Free Flow Series

*No. 55006
Red, Blue and
Lavender

www.rosco.com

*No. 56102
Warm:
Red, Ambers, Blues and Lavenders

*No. 56103
Midnight:
Blues, Lavenders and Greens

To find a dealer or place an order, please
visit http://www.visualdepartures.com

GOBOS

IMAGE GLASS
The Irregular Strands Image Glass gobo (No. 33607) provided the basic texture for this stage picture. A standard steel gobo, Interlocking Breakup (No. 7288) added deﬁnition.

Image Glass™
Rosco’s Image Glass is deeply textured glass that refracts and bends light into intricate patterns of light and grayscale images. Altering the sharp
focus of the ﬁxture transforms the image into subtle and complex textured shadows.
Image Glass is recommended for use in moving lights with lamps up to 1200 watts. In ellipsoidal ﬁxtures, Image Glass should be used with a 600
watt lamp, though short term use with lamps up to 750 watts may be acceptable. Image glass requires the use of the Universal Iris Slot Holder.
Image Glass is available in standard B Size or in smaller sizes for automated luminaires by special order. Designs marked with an asterisk * are
available in X Size for use in the Rosco X-Effects Projector.
B Size and sized for Moving Lights $35.00
X Size $49 .00

Image Glass
gobos are
supplied with
metal retaining
rings to facilitate their use
in speciﬁc
instruments.

*No. 33600
Flower

*No. 33601
Lined

No. 33602
Plume

No. 33603
Lt. Plume

No. 33604
Pebble

*No. 33605
Honeycomb

*No. 33606
Waves

*No. 33607
Irregular Strands

*No. 33608
Banded Lines

*No. 33609
Lazy Swirls

*No. 33610
Basket Weave

No. 33611
Pin Fe a t h e r s

No. 33612
Fractured Layers

No. 33613
Winter Frost

No. 33614
Random Blisters

*No. 33615
Coalescing Bubbles

No. 33616
Raised Mosaic

*No. 33617
Hammered

*No. 33618
Wood Grain

*No. 33619
Ripples

*No. 33620
Ice

*No. 33622
Sparkelite

No. 33623
Reﬂections

*No. 33621
Dune

www.rosco.com
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GOBOS

PRISMATICS
The Kaleidoscope Prismatic gobo (No. 43801) projected on the stage ﬂoor can emphasize both the time of day and the mood on stage. It’s shown here on the set of
“Crazy Mary”, a Playwrights Horizon production with set design by John Lee Beatty and lighting design by Brian Aldous. Note the careful use of shuttering and focus to
heighten the effect.

Prismatics™
Prismatics are recommended for use in moving lights with lamps up to 1200 watts. In ellipsoidal ﬁxtures, they should be used with a
600 watt lamp, though short term use with lamps up to 750 watts may be acceptable. Prismatics require the use of the Universal Iris
Slot Holder.
Prismatics are available in standard B Size or in smaller sizes for automated luminaires by special order. Prismatics are NOT available for
use in the Rosco X-Effects Projector.
B Size and sized for moving lights

$62.50

*Tip: When combined with a steel gobo, make sure the steel gobo is furthest from the lamp.

No. 43801
Kaleidoscope
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No. 43802
Cool Lavender

www.rosco.com

No. 43803
Spring Greens

No. 43804
Sunset

No. 43805
Blue Water

No. 43806
Fiery Sun

To find a dealer or place an order, please
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GOBOS

COLORWAVES

Rosco’s ColorWaves™ are a new idea in glass gobos to help create vibrant colored textures and
shapes. Each glass texture—Waves, Strands, Ripple or Mosaic—is coated in one of ﬁve brilliant
dichroic colors. The projection is a remarkable and unique combination of color, texture, shading and blending.
ColorWaves are recommended for use in moving lights with lamps up to 1200 watts and in
ellipsoidal ﬁxtures with lamps up to a 600 watts, though short term use with lamps up to 750
watts may be acceptable. ColorWaves require the use of the Universal Iris Slot Holder.
ColorWaves are available in standard B Size or in smaller sizes for automated luminaires by special order. Designs marked with an asterisk * are available in X Size for use in the Rosco X-Effects
Projector.
B Size ColorWave Gobo (86 mm)
Moving Light Size ColorWave Gobo
X Size ColorWave Gobo

$75.00 each
54.00 each
95.00 each

Fireplace ﬂames and the reﬂections they create are stylishly reproduced here with ColorWave gobos in a Rosco
Vo rtex Rotator. In this application, Indigo Waves (No. 33005) was used in conjunction with Amber Ripple
(No. 33102) and the standard steel gobo Flames 1 (No. 77175).

WAVES

*33001
WAVES - RED

*33002
WAVES - AMBER

*33003
WAVES - MAGENTA

*33004
WAVES - CYAN

*33005
WAVES - INDIGO

*33102
RIPPLE - AMBER

*33103
RIPPLE - MAGENTA

*33104
RIPPLE - CYAN

*33105
RIPPLE - INDIGO

*33202
STRANDS - AMBER

*33203
STRANDS - MAGENTA

*33204
STRANDS - CYAN

*33205
STRANDS - INDIGO

33302
MOSAIC - AMBER

33303
MOSAIC - MAGENTA

33304
MOSAIC - CYAN

33305
MOSAIC - INDIGO

RIPPLE

*33101
RIPPLE - RED

STRANDS

*33201
STRANDS - RED

MOSAIC

33301
MOSAIC - RED

www.rosco.com
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GOBOS

ACCESSORIES

UNIVERSAL IRIS SLOT HOLDER
The Universal Iris Slot Holder has been carefully tooled and engineered to
ﬁt into many of the new generation of ellipsoidal ﬁxtures including the ETC
S4, Altman Shakespeare, Strand SL, and Selecon Paciﬁc Cool Light. An Iris
Slot Holder allows a glass pattern to be placed in the Iris Slot of a ﬁxture in
the front of the gate, necessary for some thicker glass gobos. In addition the
Universal Iris Slot Holder is double sided allowing you to use two gobos,
glass and/or steel, in the iris slot at the same time. Use only for 86 mm
standard B size gobos.
No. 250 15786 0000

Universal Iris Slot Holder

$15.95

Glass Gobo Holders
GLASS CHANNEL HOLDER
No. 250 14579 0000
BG Size Glass Gobo Holder
(79 mm) — Altman ﬁxtures
No. 250 14686 0000
Standard “B” Size Glass Gobo
Holder — ETC S4

$11.95
11.95

Steel Gobo Holders
TAB HOLDER
No. 250 12586 0000 “B” Size Tab Holder —
Altman ﬁxtures

$8.95

SANDWICH HOLDER
No. 250 13586 0000 “B” Size Sandwich Holder —
Altman ﬁxtures
No. 250 13686 0000 “B” Size Sandwich Holder — ETC S4
No. 250 13610 0000 “A” Size Sandwich Holder — ETC S4

$9.95
9.95
9.95

Rosco Donuts
Donuts are low cost accessories whose purpose is to reduce or eliminate the halation around projected gobos and thus sharpen the image.
Rosco’s donuts are carefully crafted in sturdy metal for long life. They are precisely tooled to ﬁt the lighting instrument’s slot.
No. 250 16625 0000
No. 250 16750 0000

6.25" ﬁts Source 4/Altman Shakespeare
7.5" Donut ﬁts most 6" ellipsoidal reﬂector spotlights

$5.65
5.65

Designing With Gobos
Master Class™ Video Program - now in DVD format
Neil Peter Jampolis, the famed lighting designer and teacher, hosts this informative and entertaining video program. Neil and his colleagues
show you how to use gobos to create theatrical ﬁre, rain and reﬂected water, church windows, ﬁreworks and dozens and dozens of other
effects. You’ll learn how gobos can add life, movement and even color to your stage pictures. In just 25 fast-paced minutes, you’ll see the
effects assembled and demonstrated, so you can reproduce them in your own way, in your own venue. This video will provide ideas, information and inspiration for anyone lighting for theatre, ﬁlm, television, live entertainment or architectural purposes.
No. 110 07000 0000
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“Designing With Gobos”
(DVD, 25 minutes)

www.rosco.com

$29.95

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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X-EFFECTS PROJECTOR
The designers at Focus Lighting found a brilliant solution to projecting rippling water on the ceiling of The Pier in Caesars Atlantic City. X-Effects Projectors, mounted
down the length of the mall shopping area, gave them the effect they wanted. Photo by J. R. Krauza.

X-Effects Projector
The X-Effects Projector provides large scale 3-D effects previously unavailable to lighting
designers. The device utilizes a 200-watt Enhanced Metal Arc source, whose short
arc allows for an output of 5000 lumens, and a 7000 hour lamp life. The color
temperature is similar to a Xenon source at 6000°K, but with nearly two times the
luminous effectiveness (or efﬁcacy).
The effect itself is created by rotating two “X’ size glass gobos off-center of the optical
path. This results in a projection that does not appear to have a visible direction or
pattern. Onboard potentiometers control the speed and direction of both gobos.
Rosco upgraded this product in 2007 and now provides the X24 model exclusively. It
offers the same effects as the original, but its re-engineered components make it far
more durable.
The X-Effects Projector is available in two conﬁgurations. For theatrical entertainment
lighting, specify the model with DMX on board. Using ﬁve DMX channels, the unit has
full control of effect gobo, lamp strike and light output. For retail or museum displays,
where DMX is not usually required, specify the analog model. All units are equipped
with a lamp and a customer-chosen lens train.
No. 205 37015 0120
No. 205 37020 0120
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X24 X-Effects Projector – DMX
X24 X-Effects Projector – Analog

$2975.00
2750.00

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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VORTEX
Standard steel and glass (Colorwave) gobos were used in Vo rtex rotators to create the interesting and kinetic reﬂected ﬁre effect on the upstage wall.

Vortex 360 Dual Rotator™
The Vortex 360 Dual Rotator is one of the most versatile accessories ever offered to
lighting designers. And its incredibly low price makes it possible for any theatre or
venue to have several units available to cover any space or meet any need.
The sleek unit houses two carefully crafted gear drives, both made of stainless steel, to
assure long term operation. A single silent motor drives both gear assemblies. Even at
full speed, the Vortex 360 Dual Rotator is so quiet it can be used anywhere in a theatre or venue - including front-of-house positions in a theatre or grids on low ceilings in
restaurants or stores.
This Plug and Play model of the Vortex 360 does not require any additional power
supply. The transformer/plug that comes with it can be plugged directly into a wall outlet. Or, using a low cost adapter, into any convenient dimmer.
The Vortex 360 Dual Rotator will ﬁt the iris slot of the ETC Source Four, the Altman
Shakespeare, Strand SL and the Selecon Paciﬁc. It will accept standard B size (86 mm)
steel or glass gobos.
The Vortex 360 includes a three-way toggle switch, discreetly located just under the
handle. The switch allows you to turn the unit off and on and to control polarity. The
front and rear gears rotate opposite each other—but the switch allows the user to
determine whether the front or rear will operate clockwise.
A potentiometer knob provides manual control of the speed of rotation.
No. 205 83000 0120

Vortex 360 Dual Rotator

$435.00

www.rosco.com
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GOBO ROTATORS
The arresting effect in the window of this set was created with Rosco’s standard steel Dots Breakup (Medium) gobo 77053 in one slot of the rotator and the
Sunset Prismatic (glass) gobo 43804 in the other slot.

Indexing Rotator™
Rosco’s Indexing Rotators are Double and Single Gobo Rotators which allow you to stop and
start the gobo’s rotation precisely, whenever and wherever you want. This is particularly useful
for repetitive effects, such as the hands of a gobo clock, or for architectural effects, such as a
shop display window. Rosco‘s Indexing Rotators are controlled through DMX512 and the DMX
addressing facility is built into the unit. You control both the speed and direction of the rotation as well as the indexing position (up to 180 degrees available) and the amount of time the
gobo stays in that position. A Power Supply Unit is necessary to get 24v DC to the Indexer(s)
(See page 10.)
No. 205 11100 0120
No. 205 21100 0120

Single Indexing Gobo Rotator
Double Indexing Gobo Rotator

$680.00
870.00

Double Gobo Rotator™
Rosco’s Double Gobo Rotator allows you to achieve kinetic and often spectacular lighting
effects by rotating two gobos in the same or opposite directions, at the same or varying speeds.
The exceedingly quiet operation of this 2.5 lb. unit allows it to be used in virtually any lighting
position.
This rotator ﬁts the ETC Source Four or the Altman Shakespeare or 1K. It requires a controller
or MFX Control Adaptor.
No. 205 21000 0120
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Double Gobo Rotator —
DC Vari-Speed, 0-9 RPM

$670.00

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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CONTROLLERS
A Rosco RP screen provides the canvas for the gobo projected on the upstage wall. Note the gobo projections on the stage ﬂo o r, as well.

DMX/DC Controller
The Rosco DMX/DC Controller provides power and speed control for the Double Gobo
Rotator or other variable speed effects. It is intended for remote control via a DMX512 signal.
The output circuitry of Rosco’s DMX/DC Controller is identical to that of its four channel
Variable Speed Controller. Speed, range, bi-directional drive, load compensation and output
protection are all maintained. The advantage is in accuracy and repeatability as well as the
convenience of the DMX system. Effects can be programmed with other lighting directly into a
cue sequence on a suitable lighting console.
No. 205 45000 0120

DMX/DC Controller

$655.00

Variable Speed Controller
This four channel Variable Speed Controller is designed to provide power, direction and speed
control for Variable Speed Motion Effects units on four independent channels. Output connections are made via four conductor cables terminating in two 4-pin XLR connectors.
No. 205 46000 0120

Four Channel Controller

$522.00

Accessories
No. 205 47000 0120
No. 205 48000 0120
No. 205 70001 0000
No. 205 70002 0025
No. 205 70002 0050
No. 205 70003 0KIT

Single MFX Control Adaptor (forward control only)
Double MFX Control Adaptor (offers control in opposing direction only)
DC Splitter Cable
4 Pin Extension Cable - 25'
4 Pin Extension Cable - 50'
Mounting Kit for DC/DMX Controller and a Variable Speed Controller

$64.00
72.00
48.00
57.00
65.00
53.00

www.rosco.com
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INFINITY
Ro s c o’s Inﬁnity was afﬁxed to two overlapping spotlights
to generate this realistic rain effect. Both spotlights
included a Water 1 gobo (No. 7833) in their gates.
The Inﬁnity disk in one unit was disk 30019, in the other
disk 30011.

Inﬁnity
The Inﬁnity, Rosco’s gobo animation device, offers superb kinetic lighting effects combined with simplicity of use and low cost.
The Inﬁnity device afﬁxes to the gel frame of virtually any spotlight. Afﬁx one of the
disks to the device, place a steel or glass gobo in the gate, plug the Inﬁnity into an outlet or dimmer and watch magic appear on your stage or studio. The Inﬁnity is
equipped with onboard control of the Inﬁnity Disk speed and direction, as well as an
on/off switch.
The Inﬁnity device is entirely self-contained. You won’t need additional controllers or
power supplies. It will ﬁt the gel frame of luminaires such as Altman 1-K and any ﬁxture with a 71⁄2” gel frame. It is also supplied with an adaptor plate for Source-4 sized
ﬁxtures or any spotlight with a 61⁄4” gel frame.
Power
100–120VAC or 200VAC. 50–60Hz plug-in transformer, onboard, user selectable.
Power consumption: 500 mA.
Power Cord: 52” (132 cm)

The Inﬁnity ﬁts the gel frame of virtually all the spotlights in
use today. It is entirely self-contained and does not require
additional controllers of power supplies.

No. 205 82500 0000

Inﬁnity

$499.00

Supplied with an adapter plate and one Inﬁnity Disk.

Inﬁnity Disks
Inﬁnity disks are etched stainless steel disks powder
coated to prevent reﬂection. Eleven designs are available. The disks are 16.5”(42cm) in diameter.
$99.00 each

82515
TRIANGLE BREAKUP
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82516
CLOUD BREAKUP

www.rosco.com

82517
ELLIPTICAL BREAKUP

82511
TANGENTIAL BREAKUP

82512
RADIAL BREAKUP

82513
SPIRAL BREAKUP

82514
LINEAR BREAKUP

82518
DOT BREAKUP

82519
FLICKER WHEEL

82520
COARSE RADIAL
BREAKUP

82521
COARSE TANGENTIAL
BREAKUP

To find a dealer or place an order, please
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

I-Cue Intelligent Mirror™
The Rosco I-Cue Intelligent Mirror is an ellipsoidal spotlight attachment that allows you to
use your spotlight with much greater ﬂexibility and control. The unit slides into the color slot
of the ETC Source 4, Altman Shakespeare, Strand SL and Selecon Paciﬁc. The major function
of the unit is to re-position the beam of light so a single spotlight in a ﬁxed position can be
used for multiple specials in dozens of locations. With it’s onboard DMX the unit is controlled directly from your lighting console giving you precise control of the mirror’s pan and
tilt motion. A Power Supply Unit is necessary to get 24v DC to the I-Cue and you can daisy
chain multiple units from one Power Supply. Rosco’s I-Cue is compatible with many common PSU’s already available including: Wybron-Forerunner PSU; Rainbow-Mini, Maxi, and
Micro PSU’s; Christie Lites-Color Q PSU; AC Lighting-Chroma Q PSU. Rosco also offers a
line of Power Supply Units which are speciﬁcally designed for optimal compatibility for both
I-Cue and Indexers. (See page 10.)
No. 205 81000 0120 I-Cue

$597.00

DMX Iris
Having complete control over the beam spread of your leko just got easier. The new Rosco
DMX Iris is quiet, dependable, affordable, and a perfect complement to the I-Cue Intelligent
Mirror. This 24 leaf motorized iris unit can be used with your ETC Source Four, Selecon
Paciﬁc or most other modern lekos. Unlike other iris units that have only 18 or fewer leaves
in the aperture, the Rosco DMX Iris creates an even edged, perfectly round aperture all the
way down to its smallest diameter. Using 1 channel of DMX512, the DMX Iris’s movement is
smooth even along very slow cross fades. A microprocessor controlled stepper motor
connects to the mechanical arm of the iris unit, replacing the unreliable noisy chain drive
system found in other products. A manual knob lets you use the DMX Iris without DMX control just by dialing in the aperture size you want, just as you would a conventional iris unit.
The Rosco DMX Iris requires a non-dim circuit and is auto-sensing from 100-240 volts for
use anywhere in the world. No costly external PSU is needed.
No. 205 74500 0000 DMX Iris

$495.00

www.rosco.com
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